Public transport
TIME-LIMIT TICKET
A time-limit ticket entitles to an unlimited number of journeys for a period not exceeding 15 or 45
minutes from its validation, with as many changes of lines as necessary. The time-limit ticket entitles to
travel by all ZTM lines, i.e. by bus (city or suburban) or tram. This is a bearer ticket.
During the first journey the ticket should be validated immediately after boarding the vehicle in the
validating machine.
After validation, the time-limit ticket remains valid throughout the number of minutes as indicated by its
nominal value. Real time of the journey is counted.
ZTM offers the following types of time-limit tickets:




15-minute which costs 4 zł *
45-minute which costs 6 zł
90-minute which costs 9zl
SINGLE-JOURNEY TICKET

A single-journey ticket entitles to one journey made on the vehicle we have got on. It can the journey from
the 1st to the last stop on the line. The single-ride ticket entitles to travel by all ZTM lines, i.e. by bus (city
or suburban) or tram. This is a bearer ticket.
During the journey the single-journey ticket should be validated immediately after boarding the vehicle in
the validating machine.
SHORT-TERM TICKET
A short-term ticket entitles to many journeys within a specified number of hours or days from its
validation, with an unlimited number of changes made during its validity period. The short-term ticket
entitles to travel on all ZTM lines, i.e. by bus (city or suburban) or tram. This is a bearer ticket.
During the first journey the ticket should be validated immediately after boarding the vehicle in the
validating machine.
Short-term tickets include the following 2 types:



24-hours A zone which costs 15 zł
24-hours A+B+C+D zone which costs 20 zł

* all the prices above are from the standard tariff

TICKETS ON PEKA CARD
PEKA (Poznań Electrionic Card for Agglomeration) is a modern, multifunctional, contactless city card used
mainly as the only carrier of long-term tickets (season-tickets) and the carrier of so called tPurse
(transportPurse) from which passenger can pay for the number of stops made on her/his journey

(regardless the time of the journey).You can get the PEKA card via the Internet:
https://www.peka.poznan.pl/SOP/registration/register.jspb?execution=e1s1&locale=en
You can also submit an application at one of the ZTM (Public transport) Customer Service Points:
https://www.ztm.poznan.pl/en/cennik/
IMPORTANT:
You will need to add a picture (40 x 50 mm or 35 x 45 mm) to your application. If you apply for the card
via Internet, you will have to upload it as JPEG-file (light consistent background, without any headwear or
sunglasses).
You can pick up your card after 10 days at one of the Customer Service Points.
Long-term tickets (season tickets) are valid in any chosen area (check Zones) and for the selected number
of days – from 14 to 366 (network ticket) and from 14 to 90 days (route ticket). There are two types of
long-time ticket (season ticket): personal or bearer. With a long-term ticket, passenger doesn’t have to put
PEKA CARD to the card-reader when enters and exits the tram or bus. Long-time tickets (season tickets)
are available at Customer Service Points, Ticket Sale Points, via the Internet (on: www.peka.poznan.pl) or
in the new Ticket Machines.
PEKA card has also a functionality of the tPurse - an account designed for paying single fares in public
transport or for parking a vehicle in Poznan Parking Zone. The fare will depend on the number of stops
travelled. The fare decreases with every bus/tram stop travelled. Remember! To start the journey paying
from the tPurse passenger must have funds for at least one-stop journey (0,72 zł standard price). A
passenger can start another journey paying from the tPurse when she/he recharges her/his tPurse
account. https://www.peka.poznan.pl/en/web/portal/tportmonetka
Remember! If the total costs of journeys made during one day exceed the value of 24-hour ticket (15 zł standard price), no more funds will be taken from the tPurse account – until the end of the day passenger
travels for free.
When passenger uses tPurse to pay for the journey and changes the line number (or vehicle on the same
line) within 20 minutes, fare for travelled stops is counted as one journey. THIS IS THE CHANGE
ADVANTAGE IN PEKA SYSTEM. It means in another line/vehicle fare is not counted from the 1 st stop but
as a next stop. Max. number of available changes for one journey is 3. Remember of putting the PEKA
CARD to the card-reader when get on and get off the vehicles!
Important additional information of how to use tickets and pay for the journeys from tPurse on the PEKA
CARD in the local public transport organized by ZTM Poznań
* 24-hours ticket validated from the 20.00 hour on Friday to 24.00 hour on Saturday entitles to journeys
up to 24.00 on Sunday
* Purchasers of personal long-time tickets (standard price) for network can take max. up to 3 children free
of charge (not older than 15-years) on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays on the regular lines in the borders
of tariff zone applying to their long-time ticket.
During the time of pandemic, please remember about the requirement to cover your nose and mouth
when you use public transport.

